
Direct Voter Contact: Mail & Digital

Mail & Digital Marketing Best Practices

Be Concise. During the political season voters get a substantial amount of mail and advertisements.
Your ad or mailer should stand out, and make points quickly, or else you will lose your audience. Keep
in mind voters skim ads and mailers and look for the topics that are important to them. If there is too
much information to sort through, voters might not be inclined to give your ad or mailer a second
glance.

Be Creative. Voters receive so much political content, you donʼt want yours to get lost in the heap.
Design your ads and mailers to stand out! Voters especially like personalization. Try creating a
postcard writing program with your volunteers to get handwritten letters to voters. Or robocall voters
to let them know they will be receiving mail from you in the coming week, so they feel like you follow
up with them.

Be Consistent. As a candidate you are trying to build name recognition. If you only send a voter one
mailer or ad, you wonʼt achieve the voterʼs familiarity with your campaign that you need to field
support. A good rule of thumb is to mail every voter at least three times, even if you are sending
different groups of voters different content.

Important Reminders
● If you are going to use someone's photo or quote, you must get permission. This includes

businesses in the backgrounds of photos. Written permission is always best. Similarly, before
publicizing an endorsement, you should get (written) permission from the organization or
person for this election cycle. Some states even legally require endorsements in writing.

● You must include a “paid for by” disclaimer in your ad or at the bottom of your mailer. Voters
can get suspicious if you donʼt, and it is also required by law.

Information to Include
1. Election Information. When mailing and advertising to your voters, you should make it very

clear that they are in your district. If you donʼt, they might not even realize they can vote for
you in the first place. Additionally, provide them with information on where they can vote on
election day, or how to obtain an absentee ballot (also, you may want to explain who qualifies
for absentee ballots, check for guidelines specific for your state)



2. Introduction. Although this may seem obvious, make sure your name stands out from the rest
of the text to build name recognition. Then, introduce yourself! Who are you? Where are you
from? Why are you running? Aim to provide enough information to the voters to build
familiarity with your campaign, while avoiding dumping unnecessary information.

3. Persuasion. Next, tell your voters why they should vote for you. Touch on the issues that are
most important to your voters, not what you think is the most important. To do so, research
your district! What has been polled and tested? If your district is made up of many
demographics it can be helpful to segment advertisements and mail.

Segmenting
Many districts have a large range of types of voters. To account for this variety, it may be helpful to
segment your ads and mail to target different demographics or different cities. While segmenting, you
should address what different groups of your universe care about. To do so, research your district.

Additional Pieces You May Want to Include
1. Endorsement Piece. You want your voters to see you as a credible candidate. Sharing your

endorsements - especially those voters care about, like political parties or unions - can further
incentivize voters to vote for you on election day.

Segmenting endorsement pieces is also beneficial. Perhaps thereʼs a minority community in
your universe. If you show that an organization dedicated to supporting that community has
endorsed you it demonstrates that you are committed to supporting them as well. With some
endorsement pieces you can even do a testimonial. Remember, you should get written
permission before publicizing an endorsement.

2. Story Piece. Historically, candidates have found a piece that tells a story successful. Share a
brief story of how you helped someone at work, or how a moment from childhood has stuck
with you and shaped the issues that are important to you.

3. GOTV. This is the last stretch! You should take the opportunity to remind your voters election
day is approaching a week or two in advance. Provide them with their districtʼs voting
information to make casting their ballot as easy as possible.

https://www.voterunlead.org/researching_your_district_candidate_tip_sheet


Once you have your desired combination of these pieces you should plan out a drop schedule, like the
one below:

Mailer or
Digital Ad Description Drop Date Targeted Mailer

Mailer 1 Introducing Candidate Sept. 1 Universe of Voters

Mailer 2 Issues Oct. 6th Universe of Voters

Mailer 3 Endorsements or
Community Mailer

Oct. 20th Persuasion Voters

Mailer 4 Get Out to Vote Nov. 3rd Universe of Voters

Questions To Ask When Developing the Plan
● What is the goal of the mailer/digital?
● Who are you targeting?
● When will it be most impactful during the campaign?
● How does the program line up with current dynamics of the race?

Mail Specifics

Mail contact is essential to running a winning campaign. Second to canvassing, mailing is the next most
effective method to reach voters, and should be at the top of your priority list. You can always get in
peopleʼs mailboxes, especially when they donʼt answer their door.

Finding Cost Efficient and Effective Mail Vendors
When selecting a vendor thereʼs a few things you should look out for. Always ask for a reference when
beginning the process to make sure they are a credible vendor. Then, ask the vendors their price per
piece - which changes based on the size of your mailing item - to find the most cost efficient vendor.
From there, it might be helpful to ask what is the largest size you can go up to at that rate to maximize
your bang for your buck.

Once you have selected the mail vendor, obtain the number of edits you can make before there is an
extra charge. Ask your vendor how many days a�er providing a final dra� it takes to drop. Then, cra� a
schedule of when you want your pieces to hit for your vendor. Give your vendor all of your deadlines,



and ask what deadlines you need to fulfill in order to make that possible. These steps are all important
to avoid the mail piece accidentally hitting mailboxes a�er election day.

Digital Marketing Specifics

Digital marketing is an enhancement of your other methods to reach voters, not a replacement.

The most common avenues to advertise political campaigns are Google, Facebook, Instagram and
Youtube.

To determine your best performing ads you should do ad testing. You can do this by running several
ads and using the platformʼs analytics to see which ads are getting the most clicks, or if itʼs a video on
Youtube, which ad had the longest audience retention. Remember, there is a difference between
boosting a post on social media and running an ad. When you boost a post only your followers see it.


